the word "Fordeye." The students stood
in all parts of the Chapel regardless of
classes. Prof. Hepburn gave out that
the 3rd section would have him
in Compositions immediately after
prayers. Nearly all the Sect. had had
of it before but he had not given out
the notice publicly and I did not
carry any composition. He read out
the Compositions of W. Smith,
Staten, Skinner and two others, the
authors of whom I do not know.
He did not read out the authors'
names but only the Compositions.
Not taken up by Jackson. Read about
150 pages in Kronastra, not trying to
read, since, last evening I had to make
it up by day. I don't like it very
much. Taken up by Mr. Smith in
the evening on the previous lesson.
As good first rate. Went a walk to
Phiney Prospect after supper with
L. Byrnes 
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